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Project-End Electrical Function Testing on Backup Power
Reveals Omissions, Prevents Future Problems & Downtime

A

t the end of every construc�on or renova�on project, a�er all electrical systems and equipment have been
started and commissioned, one of the best ways to verify that everything will func�on properly under
emergency condi�ons is to shut down u�lity power and observe how systems operate under backup power.
Tes�ng equipment and systems under simulated failure condi�ons almost invariably uncovers a number of
problems, some poten�ally serious, so it’s surprising how frequently this important process is overlooked. Omni
Instrumenta�on & Electrical Services, Inc., strongly recommends these tests at the comple�on of every project,
and it should also be performed annually or biannually in mission-cri�cal environments. Here’s the basic
procedure:
1. Shut off u�lity power.
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2. Verify power loss at the ATS (automa�c transfer switch).
3. Verify UPS (uninterrup�ble power supply) carryover. Are all loads
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properly carried un�l generator power takes over? How long does the
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transfer take?
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4. Verify that all loads restarted properly on emergency power according
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to sequence. For example, did VFDs (variable frequency drives) auto• Bluetooth in BAS &
restart, or do they need to be programmed?
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5. Verify that all building automa�on systems and process controls
remained online and are func�oning as designed.
• Diagnostics: Puzzling
Generator Voltage Dips
6. Iden�fy equipment that is NOT being fed by emergency power that
should be. Were any loads overlooked, such as an emergency sump
pump, cri�cal exhaust fan, or walk-in box?
7. Once the above steps have been completed, it’s �me to turn u�lity power back on and verify that everything
transfers back over smoothly.
This final electrical func�on test should be performed during off hours or on weekends and may take several
hours to thoroughly walk the systems and check for problems and irregulari�es. If numerous issues are found,
which is not uncommon, retes�ng may be required a�er correc�ons are made.
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Safety Practices & Precautions for Winter Weather
February is here, bringing with it the winter weather
extremes that have the potential to create a variety of
construction site safety hazards. When working in frigid
temperatures, ice, and snow can’t be avoided, employers
and workers should exercise proper cold-weather
practices and precautions.
To prevent slips and falls, walkways and stairways should
be cleared, salted, and sanded on at least a daily basis. Be
mindful that snowmelt can refreeze overnight, so surfaces
should be retreated in the morning as necessary before
workers arrive. Make sure cleared snow is not piled too
high as it can collapse and cause accidents or injury.
Dress appropriately when working outdoors in cold, wet,
snowy, or windy weather and learn to recognize signs of
cold stress, hypothermia, and frostbite in yourself and in others. Staying dry is important because moisture and
sweat can increase the body’s rate of heat loss. Wear layers of synthetics, wool, or silk, and avoid cotton, which
absorbs water and traps it next to the skin. Tight clothing can reduce blood circulation, so it should be avoided, as
well. Wear a hat that covers the ears and insulated gloves to protect hands and prevent loss of dexterity. Employers
should provide access to warm areas for frequent breaks.
Drink warm, sweetened �luids to keep the body warm. Avoid alcohol! While it goes without saying that it should
never be consumed on the job, the old belief that a “nip” will keep you warm in cold weather is a dangerous myth.
In fact, the opposite is true. Alcohol creates a false sense of warmth while actually lowering core temperature.
When extreme winter weather is forecast, ensure that tools, vehicles and outdoor equipment will start up by
plugging in motor heaters or bringing them inside if possible. Workers are prone to injuries and hypothermia if
they spend too much time exposed to freezing weather while trying to get their equipment to run.

JAIBOT: Hilti’s Overhead Drilling Robot is Safe, Fast & Accurate
Drilling anchors and supports in overhead concrete is difficult and
and �me-consuming work, so Hil� has come out with an ingenious
robot that relieves workers of this strenuous task.
Known as Jaibot, the semi-autonomous overhead drilling robot
features a robo�c arm equipped with a cordless rotary hammer drill.
Jaibot can reach heights of 16.5 feet and drill holes from 3/16” to ¾”
in diameter, the standard sizes used in MEP installa�ons. A human
operator guides Jaibot to its work loca�on where it uses wirelesslydownloaded project BIM files to orient itself. Each completed hole is
marked with a built-in paint sprayer in different pa�erns signifying
different MEP trades before the robot moves on to drilling the next
hole.
Jaibot works up to eight hours on a charge and can accurately drill hundreds of overhead holes during a single shi�. It
frees up workers for other tasks, improves speed and accuracy, streamlines installa�on, and reduces injuries that
commonly result from overhead manual drilling.
Watch customer tes�monials from Hil� and see Jaibot in ac�on here: h�ps://youtu.be/19Aaw-OxO0o.
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Bluetooth in Building Automation & Process Controls
Bluetooth is a short-range wireless
technology that uses a radio frequency to
exchange data between devices. It is
ubiquitous, with millions of Americans
using it each day to pair their earphones to
a smartphone, link a ba�ery-powered mouse to their
laptop, or measure how many steps they walked in a
day, and now it is increasingly being deployed in largescale environments to control, monitor and automate
building systems and processes.
Both Bluetooth and Wi-Fi use radio signals for wireless
communica�on, but while the two technologies have
some similari�es, Bluetooth is used primarily for
sharing data over short distances using low power. On
one recent Omni project at a food processing plant,
Bluetooth was used widely throughout the facility to
provide easy monitoring and control of instruments
located in difficult-to-reach areas such as elevated
pipe racks and on top of tanks. Another Omni client
u�lizes Bluetooth to connect to thirty-eight packaged
HVAC units at its corporate headquarters, enabling the
facili�es director to check temperature, flow,
maintenance status, trend logs, and alarms from their
PC or mobile device. Bluetooth is also frequently used
in advanced ligh�ng systems, security, occupancy
sensors, VFDs, electrical substa�ons, and various
other applica�ons.

Ever wonder how Bluetooth got it’s name? According to the
official Bluetooth website, one of the new technology’s
founders had recently learned about 10th-century Danish King
Harald Gormsson, nicknamed “Bluetooth” because of his dark,
dead tooth, so he proposed the name as a placeholder un�l
marke�ng could “come up with something really cool”. But
when it came �me to select a serious name, Bluetooth had
caught on and had already spread throughout the industry,
sealing it as the official name. The Bluetooth logo is a bind
rune merging of Younger Futhark runes and , King Harald
Bluetooth’s ini�als.

Omni was contacted by a New Jersey university experiencing a puzzling
electrical problem. A por�on of their facility was running on generator
power while several cables to an underground duct bank were being
replaced, and maintenance workers had no�ced unexplained voltage
dips whenever building loads were increased.
The facili�es manager suspected that chillers were having an effect on
the generator’s voltage output and called in Omni to get to the root of
the problem.
Working closely with the manufacturer’s generator technician, Omni
began systema�cally adding and shedding loads to pinpoint when the
dips would occur. As it turned out, the chillers were not causing the
problems, nor were any other large loads. A�er several hours of
inves�ga�on, it was discovered that a dirty filter was restric�ng the flow
of diesel fuel, starving the generator and producing undervoltage and
dips.
Just goes to show that seemingly-difficult problems some�mes have the
simplest solu�ons.
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